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1.In旬。duction:Enbancing Commu血m針。n血 ForeignLangua酔Activi出自

The authors have written this paper for practitioners offoreign 1an思lage

activities (herea立er，FLA) in e1ementary schoo1， par対cular1ythose educators 

interested in doing action research. We have three objectives， one， is to 

in位。ducea challenging 1earning activity which was planned ∞llaboratively 

between the Iwate University Faculty ofEducation AffiぉatedElementary 

Schoo1 (her、eafter，Fuzoku ES) and the English Department at the Faculty of 

Education. The se∞nd is to show a wayあrinvestiga位19‘宜ow"orhow

psychologically invo1ved 1e釘 τ1ersare in a task.官1elast objective isωshow 

ways of investigating the nature of elementalγschoollearner interaction in 

the L2. We hope that through this， we can help readers better understand 

what kind ofL2∞mmunication is rea鉛 nab1eωexpect企ome1ementary 

sch∞1 children and give ideas about how to plan， ca町Yout， and evaluatβ 

五:>reign1an酔 ageactivities for elementary schoo1 children. 

In this section， we will discuss the goals behind FLAs in elementary 

sch∞1 as well as common problems with their enactment. Next， we will 

discuss the features of activities that can encourage“f1ow" or a psycho10gical 

state in children that keeps them absorbed in a task. We believe that the 

conωptof“flow" can infor百 teachersabout how to p1an engaging activities for 

e1ementarてyschool students. Lastly， we w世 m位。ducea 1esson plan designed 

ωaddress the issues of conducting FLAs while al田 attemptingωpromote 

flow. 

1.1 Issues Wi也 Fore泡nLangl泌geActivi出自

Since 2010， in Morioka， Iwate， f琵hand sixth grade children have 

experienced English weekly by participating in foreign language activities. 

世1epurpose of FLAs isωforma∞mmunicative foundation (sochI)ωsupport 

junior and senior high sch∞1 foreign 1an伊 ageeducation (Kan， 2008). In FLAs， 
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childrちndo not 1earn English as a skill but rather deve10p an interest in and a 

positive attitude ωwards∞mmunicating in a foreign 1anguage.τ1us 

五コundationis creatβd through realizing theおllowinggoals ω1EXT， 2014): 

To deepen the understanding of 1anguages and cultures through the 

experience of foreign 1an伊 age1earning. 

To encourage efforts towards communication. 

To familiarize chil合ちnwith foreign language sounds and fundamental 

expresslOns. 

Kan(2∞8) a湾 uesthat FLAs should 出“m旬resting"not “おn."However， 

he admits that 0氏enFLAsbe∞megames which children enjoy rather than an 

activi勾Tthat provides any kind ofintellectual stimulation or∞gnitive 

challenge. Among the critics， Yamada， Otsu， and Saiω(2∞9) a樗uethat 

FLAs teach children the superficial use of form ulaic phrases but do not teach 

themhow ωuse 1anguage creative1y. Otsu (2009) writes that it is impossib1e 

to∞mmunicate in an L2 without any know1edge of it. For examp1e， imagine 

beingasked ωlisten and ∞mmunicatβin Chinese without any know1edge of 

it. Most peop1e in this situation would砧ce1yfeel anxiety and be very註mited

in what they could ∞mmunicatβor understand. 

Although ther・eare valid criticisms against FLAs， its broad goals arguab1y 

give sch∞，1s the flexib出tyωdeve10ptheir own unique FLA programs. For 

examp1e， over the past few years， the English Department ωgetherwith 

Fuzoku ES， have deve10ped various activitiesωmeet the purpose of foreign 

1anguage activities using picture books (廷all，2∞8;Hall & Yamaz込ci，2011).

Furthermore， FLAsぽeona∞UI鴨 ofexpansion. 

In 2013， it was re∞mmended by MEXTωmake English a subject which 

wou1d meet three times a weekあrfi氏hand sixth grade e1ementary sch∞l 

children and conduct the current foreign 1anguage activities for third and 

fourth graders (Oka， 2013). In an editorial for the Iwate Nip'戸川newspaper，

Yamazaki (2013) makes the point that even if English is made a subject in 

e1ementary schoo1， teachers and p世 entsneed to have realistic expectations. 

For examp1e， a∞ordingωthe Foreign Service Institutβofthe US Department 

ofState (日島出.veLanguage Learning， 2014)， it w設1take a native English 

speaker approximate1y 2200 hours of class time ωdeve10p “general 
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professional叩eakingproficiency" (おl'a description of the scales， see 

Inte1'agency Language Roundtable， 2014). Given that it would likely take a 

J apanese language learne1' a∞mparable amount oftimeωdevelop such a 
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proficiency in English， elementary sch∞1 English education will not instantly 

produce f1uent English speakers. 

Insumm釘'Y， although there seems to be suppo1't fo1' English education in 

elementarγschool， it is impo此antωhaverealistic e却 ectationsabout what 

can be accomplished. In the current FLAs， chilむenare expected to experienω 

communicating in an L2 with little knowledge ofthe L2. Cri匂.cshave

questioned the logic of泣lIsand even proponents ofFLAs note that sometimes 

the activities tend to be games 1'athe1' than encounte1's with the target 

language. This leads to the questions what kinds of communicative activities 

are appropriatβfo1' young learners in釦 experientialEnglish learning 

program and what kind of∞mmunication can we expect these young learne1's 

ωdo? 

1.2 The Conapt ofFlow 

Flow was a conapt coined by Csikszentmihalyi (1994， 2008) and is usedω 

describe the mental state ofbeing so abso1'bed in a task“that nothing seems to 

mattβ1'; the experienas iぬelfisωenjoyablethat people will do it even at 

great∞st， fo1' the shee1'闘keof doing it" (2008， p.4). It is importantωnote 

that Csikszentmihalyi does not use f10wωdescribe the absorption one might 

feel when watching TV 01' playing a video game. Rathe1'， f10w is used to 

described being abso1'bed in an activi勾，that leads to self'improvement and 

growth. Such activities can include making music， rock climbing， dancing， 

sailing， farming， p1'acticing medicine， etc. Flow is cha1'acterized by intense 

conant1'ation which leads ωimproved pe1'あrmanceon a task. 

Van Lier (1996) introduced f10w as a potential criterion for planning 

foreign language learning activities. Accordingωvan Lier (p.106)， activities 

that promote f10w do the follow泊g:

Clarity: They have conぼ甘βgoalsand manageable rules. 

Flexih辺ity:They can be adjusted ωmeetape1'ωn's capacities. 
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Feedback: They∞ntinuously provide 会edbackon performance. People know 

how well they are doing. 

Focus: They screen out clistractions and make ∞ncentration possible. 

Egbert (2003) investigated flow experiences in a se∞ndary sch∞lSpanish 

language classr∞m over a semester. Her objectives for the study wereω 

detβrmine whether flow can 0∞ur in the foreign language class and the匂ゅe

of tasks which en∞urage flow. To do this， she has the students participate in 

seven lan伊 agelearning tasks and compared their perceptions of each task by 

a flow questionnaire she designed， observations， and interviews. To design the 

questionnaire， Egbert de:fined役lefollowing criteria for flow relatβdω 

language learning: 

Challenge and S凶]s:The balance between the challenge of the task and an 

inclividuaYs skills. The task should not cause the learners anxiety by being田

必fficultasωoverwhelm them nor田 easythat the learners are bored in the 

class. 

A紋恐ntion:Learners' attentionおconcentratβdon∞mpletingthe task. 

Interest: The task is deemed as impo託ant，useful， in位insically血teresting

and/or relevantωthe learners. 

Con位。，1:There are concretβgoals and manageable rules which help guide 

learners but they also have the auωnomy to make their own decisions about 

how to caロyout a task. 

In her study， she found that flow clid 0∞ur among the p訂 ticipantsbut 

only two of 13 participants had flow experiences in all 7 tasks. The task in 

which the most participants experienced flow was where the participants 

interviewed native Spanish speakers in Spanish over the computer. Egbert 

surmises the reason why was the participants had the auωnomyωm北e

their own questions and thus had “con加 1"over the task. Intβrestingly， not as 

many learners e却 eriencedflow出 as血込町taskwhere the interview 

questions were determined by the ぬacherbeforehand. 

The researchers decided ωinvestigatβwhether an FLA could be designed 
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andcaηied out in such a way that would meet the criteria established by 

Egbert. 

1.3D田辺国ngaLe飽onωPromoteFlow 

Together with two teachers at Fuzoku ES and a visiting teacher at Iwatβ 

University， the researchers designed a m立u.projectto take place during FLA 

time. This activity was based on a pi出立ち b∞k“防う':Jatdo you do with a tail 

瓦kethatア" by Steve Je品。nsand Robin Page恒1eb∞k presents animal 

"...山】問，.，楠怖
剛、脚"........'

picture 1. What do you do with e町 S
theseつ(Je叫出1S& Page， 2003， pp. 7・8)

this b∞k. 

noses， ears， tails， and mouths 

and the reader must guess the 

function tha t the 加dypart 

performs and the animal to 

which it belongs (see Picture 1). 

The goal of this lesson was for 

students to work in a group 

and design a quiz for another 

group based on a page企om

1.3.1 Step 1: Model DemoDB位ationof也eA血血alQuiz

In the first part of the first lesωn， tβachers made a demonstration with 

the bodypa此 “ear".There were four steps in this demons位ation.In the first 

step， the teachers used balls (basketball， soccer ball etc.)ωdemonstrate， 

using the phrase “What do you do with a ball出 ethis?" while acting out how 

to use the ball.恒1egoal was to clarify the meaning of the key phrase 'What do 

Picture 2. Card used for the ear function“ω 
see 

you do with (body part)凶ce

these?". 

In the second s飴p，they 

asked the key phrase“What 

do you do with ears like 

these?" while showing Picture 

1， then they presented each 

function for the ears using a 

picture card ω陀 presentit. For example， Picture 2 shows the function“ω鈴 e".
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恒leyacted out each picture cardωhelp the students understand its meaning. 

The cards were not presented in a speci五corder. 

In the third step， once all the functions were presented， students had to 

guess which function was associated with each pぬrofears.ヨ11eteachers used 

the key phrase‘Which one is (functioω?"， while doing gesturesωhelp the 

students understand the meaning of the question， and what was expected as 

an answer. To add clarity in this step， each pair of ears was tagged with a 

lettβr and students had to answer by this letter. 

A武田thestudents had identifi.ed the functions ofthe ears， the teachers 

asked the students to identify the alなmalωwhichthe ears belonged by using 

the key phrase “Which animal is (function)?"由紀teachershad the children 

repeat the names of the animals (see Pictu四1).

In the last step， the tβachers had the students practice by asking them 

questions regarding each a凶malor function. For example‘明市ichone is‘seザア.

Overall， the three key phrases in this activity were: 

What do you do with a (body p訂 t)日，ethis? 

明司ichone is (function)? 

川市ichanimal is (余mction)?

τ'his first stage was teacher-centβred and English phrases were simpli.fi.ed 

in order to reduce sentence明lengthand lower the必ffi.cul勿 ofthetask.恒1eaim 

of the demonstration wasωgive the students an overall view of the activity 

and what kind of presentation was e却 ectedfrom them. 

1.3.2 Step 2: PractiCIng fur出eAnimal Quiz in Groups 

In the se∞nd part of the first lesson， students practi，ωd in small groups， 

under the guidanωof a t朗 cher.The aim was to 1) teach the students the 

vocabulary and phrases they would have ωuse during the quiz; 2) teach them 

how to give the quizωanother group; and 3) tβach them how ωlistenωthe 

other group's quiz. There were four teachers and each teacher had their own 

way oft伺 chingtheir group. The teachers gave a sheet ωthe students (see 

Picture 3)， where the neωssa巧Tkey phrases and vocabularyωconduct the 

activi句Twere written. 
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What do yOll do with an ear like tbis? Which one田-?

Bat 

See 

Rabbit 

Keepc∞l 

Hippo凹 tamus
Close their 

¥lnderwater. 
underwater. 

Cricket 

Hear with their kn凹 S

Hear with lhcil' kllces 

Whale 

Hear far away sounds 

Hear far a、叫 vsounds 

一一L ー一一一一一一一一一一」
Pお加re3. Handouts students usedωprep紅モ forthe animal quiz. 

At the beginning of the se∞nd les田 n，the students were given additional 

time to prepare their quiz.τ'hey practiced one more time either under the 

teacher's supervision or independently. 

1.3.3 Step 3: Giving and Participating in出eAnim.alQ凶z

In the 1ast part of the se∞nd 1es由民 studentsgave the q山z句 their

classmates and listened to the quiz made by their classmates. The students 

were ex戸 ctedto follow the model given by the teachers as well as their plans 

made in their small groups. The authors wantedωobserve and analyze the 

interactions 国tweenthe students， how they would 句acheach other new 

vocabulary and phrases of the quiz， and how they would react when taught by 

th巴ぽ classmatβs.
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1.4Re節目也Ques駒田

A念erconducting the activity we hoped ωanswer the following research 

questions to reveal the nature of FLAs that are conducive ωflow as well as 

the nature of L2 interactions that may or may not promote flow during FLAs. 

1.τb what extent did the activity we planned promote flow? 

2. Whatwe陀 thecharacteristics of teacherlstudent inぬractionin this 

classroom environment? 

3. What were the charactβristics of studentlstudent interaction in this 

classroom environment? 

2.Me由。dology

2.1 Particip阻 tsandSe出ng

This research was done at Fuzoku ES for a class of 36 sixth'year students. 

Some of the students had lived abroad or studied English at cram schools or 

English conversation schools， but the majority of them had only experienced 

English in their weekly FLAs. 

官lerewere four teachers (the homer∞m teacher， the two researchers， and 

a visiting teacherωthe Facul勾TofEducation). Each teacher represented a 

必笠Brentcountry: France， Hungary， Japan， and the USA. They alωall had 

di.fferent teaching backgrounds: kindergarten， elementary school， high school 

and university. All the non'Japanese teachers were proficient in the students' 

L1. For the analysis of classroom interaction， students belonging to the groups 

of the authors were chosen. Information about these two groups is below: 

Table 1. Information of groups for the interaction analysis 
Groupname T必1Group N曲 eGroup 

Goal Give quiz on animal tails Give quiz on animal noses and 
and functions functions 

Teacher T1: Female from France， T2: Male from the USA， 11 
elementary school tβaching years university English 
experience in France teachin医exoerienωinJapan.

Students 10 students who formed 9 students who formed two 
(No.) two groups of 5 for the quiz. groups of 5 and 4 for the quiz. 

τ'he researchers did not give紅lYdirection regarding how to∞nductgroup 

work， so each teacher conducted the group work as they saw appropriate. 
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The1'efore， the stratβgies used to teach the students and p1'actice the quiz 

di島 redamong groups. All teache1's， howeve1'， were in agr四国entastohow

the quiz should be∞nducted. 

2.2 Mater:i.a1s and Me出。也ofAnalysis

2.2.1 Questionn必re

A questionnaire was given afte1' each class to determine the extent to 
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which the childrちがsperceptions of their experiena in the class matched the 

flowcritβria. Although Egbert (2003) presents a statistically reliable 

questionnaire in he1' pape1'， the autho1's realized that many of the i鈴mswould

be tρo abst1'act fo1' Fuzoku ES studentsωanswe1' (une such example is岬This

task allowed meω∞ntrol what 1 was doingア).Furthermo1'e， while Egbert's 

study asked students about speci包ctasks， the questionnaire we designed 

aimed to ask learne1's about th町 perceptionsof their ove1'all e却 erience.

In total， two questionnaires were created and given afte1' the fust and 

second class. Because each questionnaire asked the students how they 

perceived the specific∞ntent of the class， they both必ffered企:-omeach other. 

The questionnaires were based on Egbert's four criteria: challenges and skills， 

昌悦ention，intβ1'est， and ∞nな'Ol.The autho1's attemptβdωmake specific and 

unambiguous items asking students about their pe犯eptionsof the class 

activities. 'lTanslatβd ve1'sions of the questionnaire items are shown in Table 2 

with their flow categories shown on the right (Challenges and skills w辺

herea氏e1'be abbreviatβdωskillsよStudentsanswered each itβm usinga4 

point Likert scale: 1 = Agree; 2 = Somewhat agrモe;3 = Somewhat disagree; 4 = 

Strongly disagree. 

A氏e1'the questionnaire was given，出.eresearche1's became aware of some 

issues with the construct va且di勿ofthequestionnaire. First， there was a lack 

ofitems fo1'“interesピ， that asked students about their pe1'ceptions of the 

usefulness of class activities. Second， there was a lack of items fo1' “challenge 

and skills" that asked the students the degreeωwhich the task was 

sufficiently challenging. 

The Cronbach's alpha coefficient fo1' r吋 abilitywas calculatβda食e1'gi吋ng

the questionnaires.官1ecoefficient fo1' the 伝説questionnairewas 0.74 and 

thatofthe se∞nd was 0.84.Fo1' scales of 10 items 01' more， the reliability 
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should “approach 0.8ぴ， (Dornyei， 2007， p. 207) but a∞e伍cientgreater than 

0.70 is generally considered within an acceptab1e range (Tav北.01& Dennick， 

2001).In ∞nclusion， the reliab出匂Tscores indicate that students were able to 

answer the questions consistently， but there are some issues with the 

construct validi勾Twhich the researchers will have ωrec低売'!in futurち

questionnaires. 

In addition ωLikert'sca1e questions about flow， the questionnaire a1so 

contained open'response questions to students asking them what new English 

words they learned as well as the good points of the 1es田nand the points that 

should be improved. 

'fable 2. Flow quβstionnaire itβms 
Questionnaire 1， Given on 2013/12/11 

1. 1 fe1t日cethe c1ass ended fastωday.(A枕ention)*
2. 1∞ncentrated on the teachers'“e訂 quii'(Attent立on)
3. Today， 1 was ableω∞nωntrate on prep紅白gfor the animal quiz 

(Attention) 
4. My group understood the procedures for conducting the animal quiz 

(ControD 
5. Next討me，when 1 do t恥 anima1quiz， 1 understand exactly what ωdo. 

(Con加。
6.官1eear qUlZ∞ntent was interesting (Interest) 
7. Over必1，the ear quiz was interes径ng.(Interest) 
8. 1 am looking forward ωt恥 nextanimal quiz. (Interest) 
9. 1 am excited to see how the other team with reactωour questions. 

(Interest) 
10.1 understood the “earq凶z."(Skills) 
11. 1 w淵 beable to speak my p町 tin the next animal quiz. (Skills) 
12. 1 feel鉛 meanxiety about doing the animal quiz next註me.(S記11s)**

Questionnaire 2， Given on 2013/12/16 
1. Today， 1 was ableω∞ncentrate on preparing for the quiz. (Attention) 
2. 1 was ab1e ω∞ncentrate and 1isten ωthe other group give their quiz. 

(Attention) 
3. 1 felt likeωday's class finished before 1 knew it. (Attention) 
4. 1 understood the procedures for doing the animal quiz. (ControD 
5. My group understood the pro偲 durちsfor doing the animal quiz. (Con仕oD
6. 1 understood the objective oftoday's activ均.(Co凶oD
7. 1 enjoyed giving the question for the quiz. (Interest) 
8. 1 enjoyed watching the other group do the quiz. (Interest) 
9. 1 want ωdo this activity again. (Interest) 
10.官1etopic of theg1lIZ was IIlteres由19.(Inter明。
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11. During the quiz， 1 could speak my pぽ t.(Skills) 
12. 1∞uld use the expressions “What do you do with -" and “Which one is -". 

(S恒lls)
13. 1∞叫dsay the names of the animals. (Skills) 
14. 1∞uld say how the animal noses or ears were used. (Ski立s)
15. 1 could understand the other group'S quiz. (Skills) 
16. 1 was able ωconduct the animal quiz using mostly English. (Skills) 
17. My group was able to∞nduct the animal quiz u邑ingmostly English. 

(Skills) 
18. 1 felt an氾 etywhen doing the q凶z.(Skills)帥

19. Between our first and second meeting， the other groupωld me about their 

1些竺ご
* The translation of this item w銅山∞rrectand was thus not usedあrthe analysis. 
付 Inthe anaIysis the scale was reversed for these items 80“4"wouldbes∞red as a“1." 

帥会Thisitem was not related to tlow and not used for the tlow analysis 

2.2.2Vid印，Trans凶pti.ons，and Ways of Analysis 

古1emajor activities for each lesson were filmed by Iwate University 

students. There were four m勾orevents:

1. Demonstration ofthe quiz conductβd bythe ぬachers

2. Group practiωfor the quiz 

3. One group taking the quiz 

4. One group giving the quiz 

For the first event， the teacher's way of demonstration was analyzed. For 

the second ωfourth events， video of two of the four groups we詑 chosenfor 

analysis.官1eresearchers followed Erickson's (2∞6) procedures for analyzing 

each event. First， an outline identifying the constituents of each event was 

created. After this， short segments showing the typical patぬrnsof interaction 

were selected for transcription. It was deterτnined that these segments could 

demonstrate the nature ofthe whole event. An outline ofthe videos and 

transcriptions were created by using Transana so氏ware.The software 

enabled the researchers to create a討me泊施。fthemajor∞nstituents of each 

event. 
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3. AnalysI8 of也eFLAActivi出 8

3.1 Ques針。nn必reResults 
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The questionnaires were usedωestimate the appro氾matenumber of 

students who might have experienced flow in the c1ass. For this study， a 

student whose average item rating was greater than 1.5 was∞nsidered凶ce1y

ぬhavehad a flow'like experience. Aωtal mean score of 1.5 or 1ess indicates 

that the 1earner answered “agree" for over half of the items.宝'herefore，the 

majority of their perceptions of the acti札tyshowed characteristics offlow. 

Tab1e 3 provides descriptive statistics ofthe resu1ts for each c1ass. 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of flow questionnaire results 
C1ass 1 (N=36) Class 2 (N=35) 

Tota1 Mean Score < 1.5 = 19 Total Mean Score < 1.5 = 22 
Overall Mean (SD) 1.59 (0.28) Overall Mean (SD) 1.45 (0.26) 
MeanA伽 ntion(SD) 1.37 (0.59) MeanAt飴n出 n(SD) 1.5 (0.71) 
MeanCon出，1(SD) 1.57 (0.62) MeanCon位。，1(SD) 1.39 (0.62) 
Me阻Interest.(SD) 1.44 (0.62) Me阻Interest.(SD) 1.29 (0.57) 
Mean Skills (SD) 1.94 (0.88) MeanS凶1s(SD) 1.52 (0.77) 

In the first class， 19 of 36 s同dentsconsistβnt1y repo討edhaving flow長ke

mental states. Students were most positive in reporting their attention and 

m白erestinthe class and 1east positive∞ncerning their s.kills. This means that 

most students perceived the activities as interesting and fe1t that they were 

able to∞ncentrate. One of the rea田 nstheir attention s∞rewas鈎 S位ongis

that all 36 students reported that they∞nωntrated on the demonstration 

quiz given by the teachers (see Table 2， questionnaire 1， item 2). However， 

they were not as confident in their skills as 14 of the 36 students reported 

feeling anxiezyabout performing the animal quiz in the next 1esson (See Tab1e 

2， questionnaire 1， item 12). In terms of contzvl， 33 of 36 s加 dents(21 agree， 12 

somewhat agree) repo此edthat they understood what they should doゐrthe

anima1 quiz in the next lesson (See Tab1e 2， questionnaire 1， itβm 11). 

In the second class， more students， 22 of 35， reportβd having a flow.like 

experience. Students were most positive about their・interestin the activities. 

Students in particular were interested in lis旬ningto the other group's quizzes 

as 30 students agreed and 3 s加dentsωmewhatagreed with item 8 in 

questionnaire 2 (see Tab1e 2). Also， students had a s位ongertendency ω即 port
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that they undersぬodthe proωdures of the q凶z(con的i}).Additionally， they 

werモroorepositive in their abilit子toc紅 ryout the task (8ιlls).Interestingly， 

their attention slightly dec犯 asedcoropared ωthe first class but reroained 

high. 

Although the questionnaire results show that students deroonstrated 

flow必keperceptions of the cla鈴 es，it should be noted that出e“'observer's

paradox"∞uld have influenωd their positive answers. The “observer's 

paradox" is the psychological phenoroenon in which subjects of experiroents 

sub∞nsciously tβnd to exaggerate their feelings about部 roekind of treatroent 

to appease the researchers. To deterroine the extentωwhich the students' 

actions roatched their responses， we w込1next analyze their intβractions in 

e邑chcla鈎.

3.2 Analysis ofInteraction in the Two Groups 

This section w泣1describe and ∞ropare the prlro紅 yinteraction patterns 

for Group 1 and 2 in the quiz preparation and quiz giving stages of the lesson. 

3.2.1 AnalysIB of仕leTail Group InteI・actionin Les曲 n1:Q凶zPrep町 ation

First， each roerober of the Tail Group chose the aniroal he/she wanted ω 

doゐrthe q凶z.Then， the teacher asked all the students ωpractice the three 

key phrases. For the aniroals and their functions， however， students were only 

required to practice the aniroallfunction they chose for the quiz. 

In the se∞nd part of the group activity， the teacher had the students 

practice in two groups of 5. For each step， she explained in Japanese how to 

proceed and then had the students practice the step. For this， one group of 

students gave the quiz and the other listened. The students giving the quiz 

repeatβd their part in English with the tβacher providing assistance when 

they did not reroerober what ω関与

A丘erthis， the teacher explained all the steps in Japanese one roore tiroe， 

confirroing that they understood how to do the quiz. Then， practice was 

conducted again by the group that had been listening. 

The roain intβractional charactβristics for the quiz practice in the Tail 

Group are shown in the extracts below. 
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TlゴTeacherあrTailGroup 
T2ゴThacherfor Nose Group 
(( )) = Researcher's description 

Exallフt1. Exp1aining proωdures in Japanese 

f岩手大学英語教育論集j

1 T1: 80， at first・..You have to ask ((shows each tail on the big picture)) 

2 明 hatdo you do with aぬillikethis?" ((Students do not react.)) 

3 T1: You have ωask...他の生徒に開かないとその質問 ((showseach tail 

4 on the big picture))，分かった?それは缶百tstep ((gestures with one 

5 finger u伊刷pが)).((侶80mestudents repeat the key phras鎚e"明羽市a必td白oy卯oud由o.一…"

6 themse1ves. T1 then spreads all the small function pictures on the f1，∞r.)) 

7 T1: ((Poin位19at a picture))機能、これは。 Tailの機能。これを覚えなけれ

8 ばならないということです。

9 Tail Ss: Yes 

Most ofthe interactions re1ating to the exp1anation ofthe different steps of 

the quiz were done in Japanese. At first， T1従iedωexp1ainin English， but the 

students did not悶血初 understand，so she switched to Japanese (see 13 and 

17). 

EXC811フt2. Basic interactionsωpresent new vocabulary 

1 ((Tl takes a small pictUlち.))

2 T1:羽市ois scorpion? S∞rpion? 

3 ((Two s加de山 te延itis them.)) 

4 T1: 80， this is yours. ((Gives the small picture))官 出is((Points at the 

5 picture)) s出 g.To sting. ok?You have ωremember it. To s出19.

6 ((Students nod.)) 

7 ((Tl takes the もrushaway企ies"picture.)) 

8 T1: Who is gira島 ?Who is... the giraffe? 

9 ((Two students tell it is them. Students see the card and laugh.)) 

10 Tl: 80， a giraffe (Shows each word on the sheet while speaking， then 

11 e1ements in the picture) Brush. A way. Flies. 

12 ((Laughs念。mthe students.)) 
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13 T1: You have to remember. 

14 ((8加 dentsnod.)) 

English was used for basic interactions for presen位19new vocabulary ぬ

the learners. T1 used a combination of new words and phrases students 

already knew such as '~市o lS子 and‘'This is .." The ∞ntent was more 

concrete than that of the previous interaction because they were confirming 

the names of aninlals and meaning of action cards that they could see. In 

these interactions， T1 asked a question， inducing a reaction from the students. 

In these cases， Tl's gestures and actions such as pointing to the cards 

∞nveyed meaningωo. 

Moreover， in the Tail Group， teaching was s位。nglydirective with T1 

clearly explaining each step of the quiz and how ωbehave during the quiz 

(how ωposition oneself， how to hold the picture cards， etc.) 

T1 immediately had students practiωthe phrases and each step of the 

quiz after group work began. Each student had to remember all three key 

phrases， but only hislher part of the quiz regarding the aninlal and its 

function. 

3.2.2An必.ysisof也eNωeGroupIntβraction也Lesson1: Quiz Preparation 

F台st，T2 confirmed which groups would give the quizzes together. A氏er

that， he taught the aninlal names and had students repeat them. Then， he 

taught them the nose functions， making them repeat. He separated the 

students inωtheir quiz groups and had them pract犯ethe key phrases and 

demonstrated how to use them. Lastly， he demonstrated how the students 

could 総achthe new words ωthe other groups a丘erthe quiz had fuushed. 

官1e五::>llowingextracts show the prim世 ytypes of interaction. 
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Exarpt 3. Adapting p1'actice to the students' interests 

1 T2: 80， first， ((shows the big picture))羽もatdo you do with a nose like 

2 this? 

3 Nose Ss: Elephant. Elephant. 

4 T2: 80... 80， which one is elephant? 

5 Nose Sl， NoseS2: C. 

6 T2: C?I thi品C80. C. Yeah， alright. Elephant and ((shows)) what's this? 

In the Nose Group， T2 adapted the teaching processωthe students' 

interest at the moment. In lines 1 and 2， T2 was attemp悦ngωelicitthe 

function of the nose. Howeve1'， students answe1'ed the name of the animal ω 

which the nose belonged. Consequently， T2 changed the questioningω 

identifying the animal fo1' each nose. In addition， T2 mainly had all the 

students p1'actice the phrases and words， without deciding in advanωwhich 

part each student will be doing dur・ingthe quiz. 

Exarpt 4. Explぬningproωduresin English 

1 T2 ((shows)): So， ru ask what do you do with a nose like this? Ok? 80， 

2 when you do a quiz，クイズする時、(位laudible))羽市atdo you do with a 

3 nose like this ? Can you say it? What do you do with a nose like this? 

4 ((Uses rhythm and gesture)) 

5 Nose Ss:羽市atdo you do with a nose凶tethis? 

6 ((Nose Ss repeat afte1' T2五:lUr註mes.))

7 T2: Ok，g，∞d.8o...ええと。 o 0 Excellent. 80， what do you do... So， you 

8 ask the tail group ((gesture))， right? You ask the阻止groupwhat do you 

9 do with a nose like this? And... ((gives the big pic加reωNoseS2)) 80， 

10 伊 ahead，please ask. What do you ((gesture)). 

11 Nose S2: What do you do with a nose like this? 

T2 used demonst1'ations in English instead ofusing long explanations in 

Japaneseωexplain the procedures (L 7 -LlO). Most of the inte1'actions 

relatingωthe explanation of the different steps of the quiz were done in 

English (with gestures and 80unds without meaning to go with them). 
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3.2.3 Aruuysis of出.eTail Group Interaction in Le倒on2:Q凶zPractice阻 d

。lIZ
3.2ふlQ凶zPractice

This time， the students practiced in groups企omthe beginning. At first， 

theTi必1Group practiωd while the other group was listening. As T1 did during 

the first lesson， she explained the steps one more time. 8he asked them to 

help their classmatβs， and to ask for help if neces回 ry.Then， the T.必1Group 

listβned while the other group was giving the quiz. 

A氏e1'the quiz p1'actice， T1 gave them advia on how ωspeak during the 

quiz and to be aware that if the othe1' group does not seem to unde1'stand the 

おnctions01' animal names， they should 1'epeat them as the listening group is 

hearing these wo1'ds fo1' the first鼠me.

Then， she asked if the students needed anothe1' rehearsal and they said 

yes. Afte1' this， they p1'actiad independently with T1 answering ques包ons

when needed. 

Excezpt 5. 8tudent asking fo1' help 

1 Tお181:これ、何だ、つけ。。。じゃ、これ。 羽川ichdoyou...先生!先生!

2 先生!

3 T1: rまし、?

4 T.ぬ181:すみません、これをもう一回教えてください。

5 T1:はい、はい、はい。 ((8hetakes the big picture and shows it to the 

6 student who is in charge of it))羽市atdoyoudo … 

7 Tail 82: What do you do... 

8 T1:With... 

9 Tail 82: With... 

10 T1: A tail目玉.ethis. 

11 Tぬ182: A taillike this. 

12 T1: Ok? What do you do with a ta泣likethis ((Tail 82 repeats while she 

13 is speaking)). Ok? 

14 ((Tぬ182 repeats and T1 coηects him.)) 

15 T1:ええと。言えない時は友達に開いてください0

16 ((T泊182nods.)) 
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In the Ta辻 Group，T2 helped the students each time they could not 

remembe1' what they had ωsay.官 dida 10t of follow'up in Japanese ω 

reassure students who expressed their anxiety toward their abili勿 ω

remember the quiz pro田 ssand English phrases. Fo1' example，註lline15， T2 is 

tβlling the student that if he cannot say his part， he can ask a企iend.This 

time again， most of the exp1anations were given in Japanese. 

3.2.3.2 Quiz <Listening role) 

明le'I1創1Group first listened ωthe othe1' group giving the quiz. During the 

quiz， they communicaぉdin Japanese fo1' the most part when inte1'acting with 

the othe1' group. Moreove1'， they expressed their thoughts in Japanese most of 

the time (see Excerpt 6， 11-161 Howeve1'， they gave answe1's in English when 

they knew the answe1' in English. They answered in Japanese too when the 

group giving the quiz ∞mmunicated with them in English. Howeve1'， they 

eage1'1y repeated the animal names given in English Q 6 -11ω. 

Exarpt 6. Taking the quiz in Japanese 

1 Tail 81: A?!かものあし?かものあしなんっていうの?

2 Nose 81: Japanese， Japanese. 

3 Tail 81:ええ、かものあしじゃないの?

4 Nose82:じゃないの。

5 Nose 81: Yes! 

6 T泊181:まじで?だよね。なんっていうの、かものあしなんでいうの?

7 English! 

8 Nose 81: Platypus. 

9 Tail 81: Pla勿pus?Platypus! Yeahh・-

10 Nose 81: P1atypus. 

11 Tぬ181:Platypus. 

3.2.3.3Q凶z(8peak血grole)

百 eTail Group did not have any hesitation about what they had ωdo. 

They he1ped each othe1' when needed， 01' evenωok ove1' othe1' group member's 

roles (114 and 116).官leyぬd回 mep訂 tsthat they did not p1'actice but had 

seen beforehand (116 -118)， eithe1' in the teache1's' demonst1'ation 01' the othe1' 
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伊 up'sperformance (provicling“hints" and asking for each 1etter). However， 

they spoke Japaneseあrall the interactions outside the pre-determined 

phrases ofthe quiz. (11-17). 

Excerpt欠Givingthe quiz 
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1 T幻182in charge of the big picture ((ωTail 81)):じゃ、いきますか。も

2 う、はじめていいの?

3 T泊181:いいんじゃね?

4 T氾182:ええと。

5 Tail 81 ((to Tail 82)): しw、よね， ((ωTail 83 and T♂184))もうし、し、ょ

6 ね。

7 T釘182((to T，♂181 and others)):もうし、い。いし、?

8 Tail 81 ((to Tail 82):もうやれ、ゃれ。ゃれって!

9 Tail 82 ((shows big picture)): What do you do…((a kid企omthe other 

10 group tells the phrase))うるせい、おまえ!((points at the kid who 

11 spoke)) 

12 T幻181((to the other group)):だまれ。 (ωTail82)し、こう、いこう。

13 (~τ'he listening students say鉛 methinginauclib1e)) 

14 Tail 81 ((to his classmate with the big picture)):もうやれ! ((ωthe 

15 other kids who were speaking))もう、だまれ!

16 Tail 82 ((with the big pictuぉ)):えっと。 o 0 What do you do its… 

17 Tail 81:違う!((takes the big picture))川市atdo you do which a ta込

18 alike this? ((he gives back the big picture)) Hint 1. 

19 Tail 82: Hint 1. ((shows the function picture)) Break offyour ta止

20 Tail 81 ((takes the picture)): Hint 2. 8pray. ((gives the big pictureω 

21 T必183))

22 Tail 83: Brush away f1ies. 
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3.2.4 An.alygjg of出eN田 eGroup lnteraction in Lesson 2: Q叫zPractice and 

匂lIZ

3.2.4.1 Q叫zPractice

T2 con恥medthe groups， then， he showed them how to do the quiz and 

lastly had them practice. A氏erpractice， he let the students decide how ω 

ca立Yout the task by themselves. The group discussed how ωcaロyout the 

quiz and in which order they should use the key phrases without T2 being 

present. The below excerpt shows how T2 demonstrated in English how to 

caロyout the quiz. 

Ex.ω'rpt 8. Demonstration ofhow to present the nose五mctionsin the q凶z

1 T2: 80， first， you say， what do you do with a nose like this? ((repeats 

2 with students four times.)) 

3 T2: Then we say， hint! We give you a hint! And first hint is...∞h， 

4 what's this? ((8hows the picture of a function)) 

5 Nose 8s: Dig. 

6 T2: Everybody? 

7 Nose 8s: Dig. 

8 T2: A1right. And then. 

9 ((He reviews the name for each function in the same way as above.)) 

10 T2: Very good. 80， if田 mebodysays undergroundつてなに?羽市atdo

11 you say? 

12 Nose 8s:地下。

13 T2:地下， that's underground. Very good. 

3.2.4.2侮lIZ(8peak血g)

At first， the group did not immediately begin the quiz but rather discu鉛 ed

the order of proωdures they should followω∞nduct the quiz. Then， Nose 82 

and Nose 81 took the lead and began the quiz. They made a mistake in the 

ordeζbut succeeded in carrying out the task. EXi偲rpt9 shows Nose 81 and 

Nose 82 confirming the order ofusing the phrases. 
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_E-，;arpt 9. Giving the quiz 

1 Nose 82 ((shows the big picture)):これが誰が持っていてよ0

2 Nose 81:なんってだ、っけ?あれでいいの?なんだ、っけ?

3 Nose 82 ((reads the sheet)): What do you do with a nose日mthis? 

4 ((shows a small pict町 eto Nose 81)):じゃーさ、じゃーさ、((IDaudib1e))

5 Nose 81:機能ってやつってさ、この務どういうふうに使うからさ、

6 Nose 82 ((points at the big pic加re)):あ、これをみせながら、

7 Nose82:これをみせながら、みんなで、一つで、開いているね、これの

8 こと。 ((showsthe small picture))あれ、ちがうんだ、つけ?

3.2.4.3 Qt血む脱却ng)

The Nose Group was conおsedbecause the group giving the quiz triedω 

make them伊 essthe meaning of each function card， instead of giving itω 

them.官leNose Group tried gestures and田 mewords in English to 

communicate (for examp1e，“catch" in忍xcerpt10， 13). In addition， they 

repeated the new words and phrases by themse1ves. 

ExarptlαT込町19the quiz 

1 Tail 81: What do you do with a t幻1likethis? ((points at the big 

2 pic加l'e))C! 

3 Nose82: C?ええっと…“阻tch"((gestUlち)).

4 Tail 81: ((IDaudib1e)) 

5 Nose 81:つかむ?((gesture)) 

6 Nose 82:っかまる?((gestUlモ))

7 Nose 81: English. 

8 T凶184:つかまるは英語で?

9 Nose 81: han♂rru? 

10 Nose 82:なんって、聞いたことがある、なんだっけ?

11 (They 100k at the sheet.) 

12 Nose 83: hangaa! 

13 T，必184: hangaa!ことると。

14 Nose 82: Hang! 

15 Nose 81: Hang! 
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3.3 Compar問 問

3.3.1 u:飽ofEnglish

官lOughEnglish was used for basic interactions between teachers and 

students in both groups， Tl used far 1ess English than T2. 

In the τ'ail Group， students did not use English to communicatβoutside 

the quiz phrases and words， except伽 onetime (For examp1e， in Excerpt 6， 17， 

Tail 81 asked ‘宮nglish?"when he wanted to know the answer in English)， 

while in the Nose Group， students used English to communicate with the 

other groups. However， each group showed a genuine in旬restfor saying new 

words in English， repeating them without being asked ωdoω. 

It should be noted that students tended ωbe ab1e ωremember words and 

phrases∞nstituted of 3 or fewer syllab1es， but most of them had必fficulcy

remembering words or phrases 10nger than 3 syllab1es. For examp1e， a phrase 

like“What do you do with a tail日記 thisア'was鈎 metimesspoken as“Whatdo 

you do which a tail al込;:ethis?" or明弓latdo you do it's a tail凶;:ethis?"， which 

may mean that this sentenceおjusta∞llection of sounds they cannot recall 

properly because it isぬolong.

3.3.2 Uae of Japaneae 

ちothteachers used Japanese for describing procedures but Tl used far 

more Japanese than T2. Japanese was used too by Tlωrea鉛 ures回dents

and allevia総 theiranxiecy by providing advice on what ωdo， for examp1e， 

when not remembering what ωsay. 

Moreover， when interac鉱工19with the other group， the Tail Group used 

quasi'exclusive1y Japanese， while the Nose Group used some English. It 

should be noted that the Nose Group practiced independently most1y in 

J apanese， in order to figure out the order of the quiz. 

4. Discussion and Concl田 ion

In this section we will review the answers of the research questions and 

then give our overall conclusions. 
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4.1 'lb what extent did白βactivicywe planned promo総動w?

官1equestionnaires show that over halfthe students reported having 

flow'世(eperceptions of the acti吋cy.官1eintβraction we have examined can 

inform us on the possible rea田 ns.
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In terms of con的i]， students泊 theTail Group knew how they should caロy

out the quiz.τ'hey also chose which proωdures they would useωconduct the 

q山z企umtheir practice， the teachers' demonstration， and the previous group's 

performance. This means that ultimately， they took ownership over how ω 

conduct the quiz. The Nose Group， al回， asevident企umExcerpt 9， had 

complete ∞ntrol over deciding how ωproceed. 

In terms of attention， both炉uupsremained on task throughout the 

les鈎 ns.Analysisofintβraction for both groups shows that they were 

concentrating on what they had to do，会umthe beginningωthe end of each 

lesson. For example， in excerpt 7 lines 12・13，we can see that Tail 81 strongly 

encouraged the listβninggroupωsωp talking and pay attention， and the 

spealcing groupωdothe quiz. 

In tβrms of interest， both groups showed a strong interest in new 

v∞abulary in English. For example， they asked their classmates ωteach 

them the English words for the animals and functions. Al田， they eagerly 

repeatβd them， even without expressly being asked侶xcerpt10， 112・115).盟国

∞ntent of the lesson ∞uldbe∞nsidered as original and novel to them，回 new

inforτnation sucωeded in attracting their interest. Moreover， the natur・eofthe 
activicy (doing a quiz) and the possib出cyto interact with non'Japanese 

teachers may have stimulated them. 

In ter百 sofs必lls， both groups did not have a passive behavior when giving 

or taking the quiz.τ'hey triedωguess the answers andJor detβrmine the quiz 

procedures without giving up when con会unting必fficulties.古田∞uldbe an 

indication that the quiz was challenging but not beyond their capacities. 

4.2 What were出echara融 risticsof teacher/s加 dentinteraction in也is

clas自民泊menviron血 ent?

In both groups， teacher-student interaction patterns were similar. For 

example， when providing new words and phrasesωthe students， both 

tβachers had them repeat many位mesthe target phrases or words. In addition， 
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most of the intβractions were constituted of the teacher asking a question， 

expecting either an answer合umthe students or an action.官lerewere only a 

few questions from the students， and their questions were either ω∞nfirm 

the meaning of a phrase in English or asking for help regarding a phrase in 

English they∞uld not remember.τ'hese questions were asked in Japanese. 

This shows， however， that s加dentswere ableωask questions田 thatthey

cOuld understand the necessary contβntωcomplete the activity. 

In terms of showing how ωdothe q凶z，Tl tendedωexplおnin J apanese 

whileT2 tβndedωdemonstrate in English. Ultimately both groups were able 

ωc町巧Tout the quiz in their own ways. In this situation， although most of the 

students were beginning learners of English， they were able ωcぽ可outthe

task su∞essfully regardless of the language usedωteach the quiz procedures. 

4.3 What were出echaracteristi闇 ofs加.denUstudentinteraction in出is

clasSI∞m environment? 

Though both groups did have little proficiency in English， they凶 edω

intβract with each other using simple English (For example， they used words 

like‘窓口glish?"when asking for the meaning in English， or“日nt?'when they 

were asking for information) However， the T:む1Group used mostly J apanese 

ぬcommunicate.It should be noted that most ofthe student'student 

interaction observed was done in Japanese. The rese紅 chersthiIホthatthis 

tendency∞uld be reduced by tβaching the students not only the proωdures 

needed for CaIηing out a task， but the di品rentstrategies needed to 

communicatβwith each other during an activi匂T.明lesestrategies紅'6， for 

example， how ωask for more information， or how 初 showthat the 

interl<∞u旬rdid not succeed in conveying the meaning of the m師団ge.

One more勿peofinteraction observed did not have any direct link with 

the quiz content iぉelf.官邸interactionservedωregulatβthe behavior of 

students taking or giving the quiz. For example， a student of the Tail Group 

asked the listening groupぬbehaveduring the quiz using Japanese. In 

addition， two students in the Nose Groupωok the lead and negotiated the 

order of the procedures in Japanese. We can say that both groups used 

strategies to m阻 age臨時脚'actions，behavior， and attitude during the task 

in order to achieve the goal which wasωc世勾Tout the task successfully. We 
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can al回 saythat such strategies were carried out in Japanese. 

4.4 Overall Conclusions 

τ'he purpose of FLAs is for students ω“'experience" a五コreign1an伊lage，not 

1earn it. Critics have argued that we cannot expect chil合間初communicatein 

an L2 if they have no knowledge of it. In this pilot 1esson， students 1earned the 

meaning of words and phrases in a meaningful situation -their job wasω 

p1an and give an anima1 q山z.官立oughquestionnaire results and analysis of 

1earner interaction， this study showed that many students had flow'like 

perceptions. It al田 showedthat students could use a m凶 ureof Japanese and 

English to successfully comp1ete the task. English was used to perform the 

quiz while Japanese was used ωregulate behavior， actions， and attitudes as 

well as cla対fyprocedures. 

The authors re∞gnizethatav町 ietyof factors will広ffectstudents' 

flow'like perceptions other than the activity itself. Such factβrs inc1ude the 

tβacher characteristics， schoo1 characteristics，総meof day， etc. However， in 

future research the authors would like ωcompare students' flow'like 

perceptions in this activiセycompared to a typical FLA activity based on the 

standard text加ok， l五~ niend旨!Wehope that出 spaper has given the readers 

some insights as to characteristics of FLAs that can attract student interest 

and invo1vement as well as the句ヲeof L2 interaction that can be e却 ectedin 

FLAs. 
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